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We show, in this paper, how algorithms for the sequential generation of combinatorial struc- 
tures can be automatically specified by functional equations of the form A F(X,A). 
1. Introduction 
Algorithms for the sequential generation of permutations, (various kind of) trees, 
functions, etc., are often described in elementary books on combinatorial algo- 
rithms. Furthermore, a mechanism for the systematic onstruction of such algo- 
rithms is outlined in: Combinatorial Algorithms, by Nijenhuis and Wilf [9]. In this 
paper, we shall propose a more general method, inspired by the work of Nijenhuis 
and Wilf, by which algorithms for the sequential generation of combinatorial struc- 
tures are directly obtained from a combinatorial description of the structures con- 
sidered. This presentation will take the form of a functional equation in the 
algebraic ontext of species of structures (introduced by Joyal [6]). For example, the 
species trees is entirely specified by the equation: 
trees = X.  (Set o trees), 
which expresses in functional form the usual recursive definition of a rooted tree 
stating that: a tree is a root to which is attached a set of trees. 
We shall observe that different descriptions of the same species give rise to dif- 
ferent algorithms. Thus the problem of finding a "good"  algorithm for the sequen- 
tial generation of combinatorial structures of a certain species, will be reduced to 
the problem of finding a good algebraic description of that species. 
2. Species 
Let us recall some basic definitions. For the purpose of this work, a species of 
structures, F, is a rule that associates to any totally ordered finite set A, a finite set 
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8. 
, with, A = {a,b,c,d,e}. 
Fi~. 1. 
F[A], whose elements are the so-called F-structures on the set A. On a subset B of  
the set A,  we shall consider the total order inherited from the total order on A. We 
further ask that the cardinal i ty of  F[A] only depends on the cardinal i ty of  A. Thus 
we can define the generating function F(x), of F, by: 
oo 
F(x) = ~ f,x"/n!, 
n,  0 
where the f ,  count the number of elements of  the sets F[{1,2,3 . . . . .  n}] for n -  
O, 1,2, . . . .  We shall often represent a typical element of  F[A] by the diagram in 
Fig. 1. The arc represents a typical F-structure on A. 
Now, define the sum F+ G, of two species F and G, to be the species such that 
(F+ G)[A] =F[A]  + G[A], for a finite set A (the sum on the r ight-hand side being 
the dis joint union). The derivative F', of a species F shall be the species such that 
(F ' ) [A]  =F[{  ,} +A]  (with the element * smaller than all elements of  A). Also let 
us define the product, FG, to be the species such that 
(FG)[A] ~ F[B] ×G[C] 
B~C =,,I 
for any set A (here, ~ also means disjoint union). Thus all K(3-structure c~ on A 
are of  the form: ~ = (B, C,/3, y), with B + C = A, [3 • FIB], and 7 • (3 [C]. Final ly, the 
species, F((3), obtained by the substitution of (3 (with (3[0] =0) in F, shall be the 
species whose structures on A are of  the form (g, c~, ([3R)Re.I ,~,), where 
(a) 0 is an equivalence relation on A, 
(b) a is an K-structure oil A/O (total ly ordered by the order on the smallest 
representative of each equivalence class), 
(c) and finally, for all B in A/O, fir is a (3-structure on B. 
To better understand the operat ions on species, let us represent geometrical ly,  
typical structures of  the species considered. Thus, for the product of species F and 
Vig. 2. 
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with • smaller than all the other points 
Fig. 3. 
G, a typical structure will be represented as shown in Fig. 2, for the derivative of 
F, as shown in Fig. 3, and for the substitution of species G in F, as in Fig. 4. 
We also define species on 2-sorts (or n-sorts) of elements with analogous opera- 
tions, and we write F(X)  for the species on two sorts such that F(X)[AI,A2] = 
F[AI], and respectively F(Y)  for the one such that F(Y)[AI,A2] =F[A2]. One has 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 1 (Joyal [6]). I f  M(X, Y) is a 2-sorted species uch that 
OM 
M[O, 13] = 13 and - -  [13,13] :~ O, 
OY 
then there exists a unique (up to isomorphism) species T(X)  such that 
M(X, T(X)) = T(X)  with T[0] = 13. 
In [8], Labelle gives a nice description for this Tas a species of tree-like structures. 
The verification that the operations on species are compatible with the correspon- 
ding operations on generating functions is straightforward. Here are some examples 
of species: 
Set[A] = {A} (which has only one element); 
Elem[A] = A, 
Perm[A] = {al a:A-~A is a bijection}, 
Part[k,A] = {Tr [ zr is a set of k disjoint (=/=13) parts of A covering A}, 
Subset[k,A] = {BIB  is a subset of A, and cardinality of B is k}, 
0[A] = 13, 
I[A] = ~ {A}, i fA  =0,  
I,~ 13, otherwise, 
G 
Fig. 4. 
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X[A]=~ {A}'O, otherwise.ifA hason lyonee lement ,  
On the set of structures for species like Perm, Part, and Subset here are several in- 
teresting orders. We shall suppose that one of these orders has been chosen for each 
basic species. For example we might choose a lexicographic order. 
3. Basic operations on algorithms 
Now, for a given species F, we want to obtain two algorithms, respectively called 
First-F, and Next-F, describing a total order on the set of F-structures on a finite 
totally ordered set A. More precisely, we want these algorithms to be such that: 
(a) First-F[A] gives the smallest F-structure on A. If there is no F-structure on 
A, First-F[A] is set to be nil. 
(b) Next-F[A,~] gives the successor of an F-structure ~ on A. When a is the 
largest F-structure on A, then Next-F[A, cd is set to be nil. 
In order to simplify our presentation, let us also define: 
Last-F[A, a] =- 
if (Next-F[A, o~] = nil) 
then true 
else .false. 
We shall show that the operations on species can be extended to operations on 
the corresponding algorithms, we will thus be able to characterize algorithms by a 
description of the underlying species. Let F and G be to given species, with 
generating functions: 
F(x) = ~ f,x'l/n! and G(x) g,x"/n!.  
n 0 n : 0 
Suppose that Next-not-zero(k,f,,) is a function that produces the smallest n>_k 
such that the terror, in the sequence (fro) is not zero, and set First-not-zero(f,) to 
be Next-not-zero(O,f,). Furthermore, suppose that First-Subset(k,A) produces the 
first subset of cardinality k in A, if 0_<k_<n, otherwise the result is set to be nil. 
Finally, suppose that the function Next-Subset(k, A B) produces the k-subset of A 
that immediately follows B (in some fixed order), if there is one, otherwise the result 
is once again set to be nil. 
(a) The two algorithms for sequential generation of (A + B)-structures are: 
First-(F+ G)(A) =- 
if F 0 
then First-F(A) 
else First-G(A), 
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Next- (F+ G)(A, c0 - 
if a~F[A]  (in this instance membership is easy to verify) 
then (if Last-F(A, a) 
then First-G(A, c0 
else Next-F(A, c0) 
else Next-G(A, a). 
(b) In the same manner,  the algorithms for sequential generation of FG- 
structures are: 
First-(FG)(A ) =- 
[let n = cardinality(A) and then 
k = First-not-zero(f,,gn ,,7) 
if k = nil 
then nil 
else (B, C,/3, y) 
where B = First-Subset(k,A) and then 
C=A\Bandthen  
/3 = First-F(B) and then 
7 = First-G(C)].  
Next-(FG)(A, (B, C,/3, y)) 
{if (not Last-G(C, y)) 
then (B, C,/3, Next-G(C, y)) 
elif (not Last-F(B,/3)) 
lhen (B, C, Next-F(B,/3), First-G(C)) 
else tier n = cardinality(A) and then 
k = cardinality(B) and then 
B' = (if Last-Subset(k, A, B) 
then First-Subset(Next-not-zero(k + 1,f,,g n ,,,),A) 
else Next-Subset(k,A, B)) 
if B' = nil 
then nil 
else (B', C',/3', y') 
where 
C'=A \ B'  and then 
/3'= First-F(B')  and then 
y '= First-G(C')]}. 
For the species F(G) the descriptions are similar, with the proviso that the func- 
tions on subsets be replaced by functions on partitions. Thus to compute the first 
F(G)-structure (~z,~0,(qJi)) on a set A, one needs to produce the first partition 
~z= {B1,B 2 . . . . .  Bk} of A, for which there ought to be a structure of species F(G). 
The respective cardinalities of such B i can be computed from the generating series 
of F(G).  Then one can compute the first F-structure ~o on the set {B1,B2 . . . . .  Bk}, 
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and the first G-structures ~i on each of  the B i. The descript ion of  the algor i thm for 
Next-F(G)  is stra ightforward but a bit longer than the one for Next-FG.  See Fig. 5 
for a general outl ine of  this last type of  algorithms. 
4. Funclionai equations 
Very often, new species are introduced implicit ly as solutions of  functional equa- 
tions. Let us suppose that those equations have the part icular form: T=X.  F(T). 
The algor i thms for sequential generat ion of  T-structures can clearly be described in 
term of  the corresponding algor i thms for the species F. Now, it fol lows from the 
def init ions that the structures of  species T on a set A will be of  the form: 
(a, 7r, f ,  q ,  r2 . . . . .  ra), 
where aeA, f i s  an F-structure on a part i t ion v -  {BI,B 2 . . . . .  Bk} of A \ {a}, and 
the v i are T-structures on the parts B i of  •. It follows from our previous work that 
we can set 
First- T(A) =- First -X.  F (T )  [A], 
whose result will be the T-structure (a ,v , J ; r l , r2 , . . . , r , ) ,  where a will be the 
smallest element of  A and (rr, f, zl, r2 . . . . .  T,,) will be the result of  First-F(T)[A \ {a}]. 
in the evaluation of  First-F(T)[A \ {a}] we will need to know some of  the coeffi-  
cients of  the generating function for T, but those can easily be determined from the 
funct ional  equation. For  exactly the same reasons, we can perfectly well set: 
Next-T(A, r) - Next-X.  F(T)[A, r]. 
We might represent he effect of  Next-T(A, r) by Fig. 5. 
The same kind of  def init ions can immediately be extended to other kinds of  
functional equations or even dif ferential  equations, such as: T=F(X, T), T= 
F(X, T(G)), or T'=F(X, T) with T[0] =0;  with some condit ions on F and G, in 
order to have unique solutions to the equations. As example of  species thus 
character ized, let us mention: search trees, binary trees, AVL  trees, and B-trees [1]. 
This is the last T-structure on this part 
Fig. 5. 
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Let us remark that a species may be specified by several distinct functional equa- 
tions. Each of these equations gives rise to a specific algorithm. A cost analysis can 
be bounded to each of the basic operations, so that the algorithms corresponding 
to different specifications could theoretically be compared. But this work has not 
been done yet. In an other vein, a variant of the approach sketched in this paper 
has been worked out for the random generation of structures of some species T, 
with uniform distribution on the set of all T-structures. This last variant will be the 
subject of an upcoming paper. 
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